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Abstract 
Sequence data is a collection of records ordered by a totally ordered domain. 
The most common type of sequence data is called time-series data which is 
collected periodically. Nowadays, there are various kinds of time-series such 
as stock prices and sales numbers collected in a financial market and pressure, 
temperature, and rainfall collected in a scientific database. The techniques in 
searching similar data subsequences to the query sequence from the data sequence 
become more and more important. In this thesis, we have pointed out that there 
are some major insufficiencies in existing sequence data searching methods in 
both definition of sequence similarity and indexing methods. In this thesis, 
we propose two sequence data searching algorithms, projection algorithm and 
hashing algorithm, in order to tackle those insufficiencies. In the projection 
algorithm, two similarity criteria are proposed to take the absolute position of 
the sequences into consideration. A simple but nice solution is suggested for the 
feature extraction. Those feature vectors extracted are indexed by some well-
known multi-dimensional indexing structure. In the hashing algorithm, a novel 
definition of sequence similarity based on the slopes of sequences is proposed. 
This definition is insensitive to the absolute position of a sequence and have 
a wide range of applications. Those feature vectors extracted are indexed by 
extendable hashing and a fast sequence searching algorithm is proposed. Both 
algorithms can match linearly scaled sequences and guarantee that no qualified 
data subsequence is falsely rejected. Some experiments have been performed 
on both synthetic and real data (stock price movement). We show that the 
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Sequence data is a collection of records ordered by a totally ordered domain. 
The most common type of sequence data is called time-series data which is col-
lected periodically. Some other totally ordered domains can be linear positions, 
physical locations or integer rankings. Nowadays, there are various kinds of time-
series such as stock prices and sales numbers collected in a financial market and 
pressure, temperature, and rainfall collected in a scientific database. There are 
increasing focus on extending database systems to provide efficient support for 
new and interesting time-series [2, 18, 12, 14, 19, 34]. However, the most popular 
database systems, Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs), which 
treat data as a collection of sets and relations, are insufficient for sequence data 
manipulation�For instance, it is extremely difficult to express a query to find a 
particular sequence pattern, say a rise and then a drop, in a relational database in 
terms of SQL. In order to enhance the existing relational database management 
systems, complex data models [40], query languages [3, 41] and query process-
ing schemes [39] have been proposed as an extension to the existing RDBMSs 
and query languages for sequence data retrieval. In addition, new database sys-
tems specifically for time series [14] are developed. Besides extending existing 
database management systems, novel ideas have been proposed in feature vectors 
extraction [18, 2]. To facilitate the sequence data retrieval, those feature vectors 
extracted are usually indexed on some traditional multi-dimensional indexing 
scheme such as i^-tree [20], R+-tiee [38] and i^*-tree [6]. Moreover, there are 
some newly proposed indexing schemes such as TV-tree [28] and X-tree [7]. In 
1 
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this thesis, we will present new feature extraction methods, indexing schemes for 
efficient retrieval of subsequences from time-series databases. 
Consider a data sequence D with n data which is stored in database and a 
query sequence Q with m data which is input by user. The following are the 
most common queries on time-series databases: 
• Given a collection of data sequences Di,D2,. . . ,Dk and a query sequence 
Q, we want to find all the data subsequences of A_ (1 < i < k) that are 
similar to Q. 
• Given a data sequence D and a query sequence Q, find the first occurrence 
of data subsequence of D that is similar to Q. 
• Given a data sequence D and a query sequence Q, find all occurrences of 
data subsequences of D that are similar to Q. 
• Given a data sequence D and a query sequence Q, find the best data 
subsequence of D that is similar to Q. 
These kinds of queries are used in a wide range of scientific and business 
applications [1, 18, 2]. For example, a geoscientific system usually stores a lot of 
time-series data. It is mentioned in [30] that a geoscientist often asks queries such 
as 'find all cyclone trajectories whose spatial extent shrinks for three consecutive 
days^iiom. the set of cyclone track fields represented as a time series of polygonal 
cyclone extents or ‘find all upward propagation of planetary waves whose ampli-
tude increase in four consecutive days in the Southern Hemisphere，to predict 
the reversal of the high-latitude stratospheric wind. Also, a scientist may want 
to find out all rainfall record that is similar to a certain month's rainfall record. 
In a stock market, stock prices are also recorded in the form of time series. 
In technical analysis theory[32, 13], the occurrence of a certain shape such as the 
head and shoulders or double tops and bottoms are signals of the reversal of a 
stock price. Thus, a stock market analyst may ask 'find all the companies whose 
stock prices are similar to a given query sequence in shape，to predict the future 
Chapter 1 Introduction 3 
trend of the stock price. Moreover, time-series searching techniques can be used 
in data mining[12]. Queries in finding out subsequences from the time-series 
database which are similar to the query sequence in shape may help to discover 
new knowledge. 
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Figure 1.1: Examples of similar head and shoulders patterns with different 
scaling factors 
The major objective of our research is to find out subsequences from a time-
series database similar in shape to the query sequence. This idea is illustrated 
in Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1(a), two time-series A (6, 9, 6, 11, 16, 11, 6, 9, 6) and 
B (15, 18, 15, 20, 25, 20, 15, 18, 15) are of the same shape and are classified as 
similar with scaling factor of 1. In Figure 1.1(b), two time-series A (10, 13, 10, 
15, 20, 15, 10, 13, 10) and B (15, 18，21, 18’ 15, 20, 25，30, 35, 30, 25’ 20, 15, 18, 
21, 18, 15) are shown. Although they are in different lengths, the shape of A is 
the same as that of B with a scaling factor of 2 and they should be classified as 
similar too. Thus, we would like to introduce one more type of query in addition 
to the above four types of query on time-series data: Given a data sequence D 
and a query sequence Q, find all occurrence of data subsequences of D that are 
similar to Q in any scale. 
Since the criteria for similarity used in most previous work on searching time 
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series have some major defects, which will be fully explored in the next chapter, 
we propose two algorithms for sequence data searching to overcome such defects. 
The first one is the projection algorithm, in which two distances are used as 
similarity criteria, namely the individual distance and the overall distance. The 
individual distance requires the corresponding data pairs of the query sequence 
and the data sequence are within a bound. The overall distance ensures that 
the Euclidean distance between the two sequences after a vertical shift of one 
sequence is within another bound. The combination of these two criteria enables 
projection algorithm to find out sequences more similar in shape. The projection 
algorithm is a simple but efficient algorithm to compare the individual distance 
between two sequences. In this algorithm, a data subsequence of length N are 
treated as a point in a iV-dimensional space. Then this point is projected to the 
(N-1 )-dimensional space which is already divided into regions. The index of the 
subsequence is associated to the region being hit by this projection. This method 
can effectively eliminate most of the data subsequences that are not similar to 
the query sequence and the details is discussed in Chapter 3. 
In the second algorithm, we use the slope between two data as the only cri-
terion for similarity. Two sequences are said to be similar if the slope difference 
for each pair of corresponding segments is bounded by a pre-defined threshold, 
e. There are several advantages for this definition. Firstly, the signs of slopes 
have the directional information of the segments, either increasing or decreasing. 
This directional information of sequence data can be taken into consideration and 
hence the dissimilarity between sequences can be measured in terms of subse-
quences' shapes. Using this similarity definition, the hashing algorithm can find 
out all the data subsequences which are similar to the query sequence in shape 
and the results are not affected by the absolute positions of the data sequences. 
Secondly, this definition is simple and not computational intensive, yet powerful 
enough to meet the requirement of many applications. It is easy to understand 
and the e can be set more intuitively. Finally, using the slopes of time-series 
can facilitate the process of feature extraction and the feature vectors can be 
efficiently indexed using a hash-based algorithm. The algorithm can search sim-
ilar subsequences with any scaling factors efficiently. It also guarantees that no 
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qualified subsequence is falsely rejected. In addition, we show by experiments 
that the proposed algorithm outperforms the traditional approaches significantly 
in terms of speed up. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, related work are 
discussed. Chapter 3 presents the first proposed algorithm, projection algorithm. 
In Chapter 4, we propose the second algorithm based on hashing. In Chapter 5, 
comparisons between algorithms used in this thesis are given. The experimental 
results of the algorithm on real and synthetic data are shown in Chapter 6. We 




Research on sequence data searching can be categorized into three main direc-
tions, namely sequence query processing, text sequence searching and numerical 
sequence searching. In this chapter, we will discuss these three main directions 
in separate sections. The last section in this chapter will discuss some indexing 
methods which also play an important role in sequence data searching. Before 
proceeding to those sections, we would like to illustrate some concepts in se-
quence data searching which have different terminologies in previous research 
work. These concepts are vertical shift, amplitude scaling, time warping and 
linear scaling. Vertical shift means a sequence A with length n is shifted lS,x 
vertically and resulted in another sequence B, i.e., Vi, 1 < i < n, B{ = A{ + Ax. 
An example of vertical shift is shown in Figure 2.1(a). Amplitude scaling means 
that the amplitude dimension of a sequence A is scaled by s and transformed 
to a sequence B, i.e., Vi, 1 < i < n, Bi = sAi. An example of amplitude scal-
ing is shown in Figure 2.1(b) with s — 3. Time warping means that the time 
dimension of a sequence A is scaled by s and A is transformed to a sequence 
B, i.e., every value，’•，，is replaced by "A,-, A{, ...,A,", there are totally s Ai. 
An example of time warping is shown in Figure 2.2 with s = 2. Linear scaling 
means that a sequence A is scaled by s in both amplitude and time dimensions 
and transformed to a sequence B where s is positive. Examples of linear scaling 
are shown in Figure 1.1(a) and Figure 1.1(b) with s — 1 and s — 2 respectively. 
6 
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Figure 2.1: (a) Example of vertical shift. Sequence A(10, 20, 20, 10, 10, 20) 
is shift 20 vertically to form sequence B(30, 40, 40, 30, 30, 40). (b) Example of 
amplitude scaling. The amplitude dimension of sequence A(10, 20, 20, 10, 10, 
20) is scaled by 3 to form sequence B(30, 60, 60, 30, 30, 60). 
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Figure 2.2: Example of time warping. The time dimension of sequence A(10, 
20, 10, 20) shown in (a) is scaled by 2 to form sequence B(10, 10, 20, 20, 10, 10, 
20, 20) in (b) 
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2.1 Sequence query processing 
Sequence query processing is one of the major directions in sequence data search-
ing. It tries to enhance the existing relational database management systems. 
Complex data models, query languages, query processing schemes have been pro-
posed as an extension to the existing RDBMSs and query languages for sequence 
data retrieval. Seshadri et aL [39] present a framework for sequence queries op-
timization that exploits the sequentiality of sequence data. They also give the 
first query plan generation algorithm for sequence query and cover the concept 
of operator scope and the importance of access modes and caching strategies. 
In [40], a complex data model called SSQ is proposed for sequence database. 
SSQ is a component of a database system that supports relational databases 
and other kinds of complex data as well. In [41], the design and implementation 
of SSQ are discussed in detail. SSQ models a sequence as an ordered collec-
tion of records, and supports a declarative sequence query language based on 
an algebra of query operation and evaluation. The query language supported is 
called SSQUXM which is embedded in SQL. All parameters to be passed from 
SQL to the embedded query in SEQjUXM are provided as additional arguments. 
The SQL language parser does not know about the grammar of the embedded 
language, and merely treats the SEQUXM sub-query as a function call. In [3], 
a shape definition language, called SVC^ is proposed. It is a query language 
for searching objects based on shapes in a collection of time series. Their work 
provide a solid foundation for sequence data query and sequence data searching. 
2.2 Text sequence searching 
Text sequence searching has a wide range of application. It can be applied to 
molecular biology in finding homologous structures such as RNA and DNA. It 
can also be applied to computer science in searching certain substrings from 
a computer file or comparing two computer files. We can also apply text se-
quence searching to human speech analysis, gas chromatography analysis, bird 
song analysis and many other discrete-time applications. In comparing two se-
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quences, the most obvious type of difference between them is the substitution 
or replacement of one element for another at the same position in the sequence. 
Other important types of differences include deletion and insertion of elements, 
and also compression of two or more elements into one element and expansion 
of one element into two or more elements. A lot of work has been done on text 
sequence searching [9, 5, 46, 37] and DNA sequence matching [45, 36, 35 . 
In [9], the major contribution is the ability to skip characters in the process of 
searching a text file. An algorithm is proposed to search for the location i which 
is the first occurrence of a query string, Q with length m, in a data string, D. 
During the searching operation, the characters of D are matched in the reverse 
order of Q. If this character of D comparing to the last character of Q does not 
appear in Q, then the algorithm can skip some characters and have a largejumps 
through D. Therefore, not all the i characters are searched and the experimental 
results show that the algorithm inspects z"/4 characters of D on the average case. 
In [5], a new approach called Shift-Add approach based on finite automata 
theory is proposed. In this approach, the string matching problem is generalized 
to allow wild card symbols, the complement of a symbol, and any finite class of 
symbols. The main idea is to represent the state of the search step as a number 
and each search step does a few arithmetic and logical operations, provided the 
numbers are large enough to represent all possible states of the search. However, 
it does not mention any extension of the approach to handle insertion, deletion 
and substitution of characters. 
A similar searching technique as [5] is suggested in [46]. The algorithm sup-
ports range of characters, complements, arbitrary sets of characters, unlimited 
wild cards input and any combinations. In addition, the algorithm can handle 
the cases of insertion, deletion, substitution of any number of characters. This 
algorithm served as a basis for a software package for Unix called agrep. 
Moreover, definition on text pattern matching with scaling is presented in [4]. 
Several algorithms are proposed to find all the occurrences of a pattern in a text, 
scaled to all natural multiples. These algorithms are based on a new algorithmic 
approach to two-dimensional string matching. 
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In addition to develop new text searching techniques, work has been done 
on extending existing query languages. An example is shown in [8], in which an 
extension has been done on SQL to support structured text described by SGML 
together with an architecture to support a text/relational database management 
system as a federated database environment is proposed. 
37] is a book discussing various techniques for sequence comparison. These 
techniques include pattern recognition in genetic sequences and speech process-
ing. In speech processing, a continuous multi-dimensional function is converted 
into a sequence of points in multi-dimensional space by sampling at regular time 
intervals. Time-warping is used to match pieces of the given sequence with se-
quences stored in a dictionary of syllables, and the input converted piece by piece 
into syllable labels. Thus sequence comparison can be use to identify the phrase 
that was spoken. In this book, there are algorithms for different queries such as 
finding similar portions in two sequences, comparing several sequences, etc. 
Text searching techniques are commonly used in manipulating DNA/RNA se-
quences. [45] is a book discussing some mathematical models for DNA sequences 
manipulation. Some mathematical model examples are sequence alignments us-
ing dynamic programming techniques, Markov analysis of DNA/RNA sequences, 
Walsh transform analysis of DNA/RNA sequences, etc. Also, a novel approach 
which combines techniques in distributed computing, probabilistic indexing and 
hashing is proposed in [35] to process very large biological sequence databases. 
In [36], an indexing scheme in biological sequence search is proposed. This in-
dexing structure relies on the use of reference strings to partition the database 
of sequences�Therefore, the distance from one or more reference strings to all 
strings in the database can be precomputed. Subsequently, knowing the distance 
between a query string and the reference string, a region of the database in which 
all strings within a specified distance of the query string must be found. The 
distance measurement used is edit distance while this indexing scheme supports 
other distance measurements. 
String matching techniques can also be used in shape recognition in image 
databases [44, 29]. In [44], each attributed string is an ordered sequence of 
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shape boundary primitives. Each boundary primitive is representing a basic 
boundary structural unit. For example, a line segment can be represented by 
two types of numerical attributes, length and directions. Attributed strings are 
used in shape description and recognition by string matching techniques. The 
edit distance between two attributed strings are used as an indicator for shape 
similarity. Those operations applied to one of the attributed strings are three 
conventional operations, namely, substitution, insertion and deletion and a newly 
proposed operation called merging. However, this kind of attributed string is 
called linear string since the orientation of a shape is not represented. This 
flaw is pointed out in [29] and a method is proposed to represent shapes as cyclic 
strings which can be used for rotation-independent, translation-independent, and 
scale-independent polygonal shape recognition. 
Although all the algorithms or techniques are brilliant in manipulating text 
sequences or DNA sequences which are composed of discrete symbols, they may 
not be useful on the search of continuous numerical sequences, which is the 
main focus of this thesis. Thus, different definitions of similarity and searching 
methods are required. 
2.3 Numerical sequence searching 
In this section, various methods for continuous numerical sequence searching 
are discussed. All these methods can be generalize into three phases, namely, 
feature extraction, feature indexing and feature searching. In [1], an indexing 
scheme called F-index is suggested to handle Whole Matching similarity queries. 
It assumes that data sequences and query sequences are of the same length, 
n. The similarity between sequences are measured by Euclidean distance. Data 
sequences within a distance of e from the query sequence are defined to be similar 
and are reported. Formally, the similarity between the data sequence Q and query 
sequences D, which are of the same length n is defined as in Equation 2.1. 
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-n 1 1/2 
Distance[D,Q)= Y.{Qi-Dif < e (2.1) 
ii=i J 
The F-index works as follows. Each data sequence is transformed from the 
time domain to the frequency domain by the n-point Discrete Fourier Trans-
form which is an orthonormal transform that preserves distance. Feature vector 
is formed by the first fc frequencies and this feature vector is regarded as a 
/c"dimensional point. These multi-dimensional points are then indexed by a 
multi-dimensional indexing structure, /^*-tree[6]. For a range query with a tol-
erance of e, the query sequence is also mapped to a point in the /c-dimensional 
space. After searching the indexing structure, all /c-dimensional points that are 
at most e distance away from the point of the query sequence are retrieved. This 
method guarantees no false dismissal, but it may cause false alarms. Thus, in 
the post-processing step, the original data sequence corresponding to the points 
retrieved have to be checked against the query sequence. Only those data se-
quences satisfying the definition of similarity are reported. 
The F-index is further generalized in [18] and a new algorithm, ST-index, 
is proposed to handle Subsequence Matching, in which the lengths of data se-
quence and query sequence are not necessary the same. Instead of mapping the 
whole data sequence to a multi-dimensional point, a sliding window with length 
w is placed over the data sequence. Subsequences within each window are trans-
formed by a i^^ point Discrete Fourier Transform and the first two frequencies are 
kept as a 2-dimensional point. After the window is slid over a data sequence, 
different 2-dimensional points are extracted which in turn formed a trail in the 
2-dimensional space. The trail is divided into sub-trails, which are then repre-
sented by minimum bounding rectangles(MBRs). Instead of storing points as in 
1], the MBRs are stored in a iT-tree. When a query sequence is input, feature 
vectors are extracted in the same way and all the MBRs that intersect the query 
region are retrieved. All the indices of the subsequences similar to the query 
sequences are reported. This method also guarantees no false dismissal, yet false 
alarms are still possible and have to be removed in the post-processing steps. 
The work in [1, 18] provides elegant approaches to handle sequence searching, 
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totally 4939 points. 
but some issues have not been fully addressed. Firstly, Euclidean distance does 
not measure the dissimilarity of sequences by their shape directly. For exam-
ple, if € is not large enough, two sequences that are exactly the same in shape 
but with different vertical offsets may be classified as dissimilar. Consider the 
query sequence Q (5,10,6,12,4) and the two data sequences A (6,5,7,10,11), B 
(15,20,16,22,14) in Figure 2.3 and assume that e is set to 15. Note that B is ob-
tained by shifting Q vertically upward for 10 units. Using Euclidean distance as 
the distance function, we have Distance[A, Q) = 8.9 and Distance�B, Q) = 22.4. 
Therefore, by the definition of similarity in [1, 18], A is reported as similar to 
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Q, but B is rejected. However, B is definitely similar to Q because they are 
of the same shape and should not be rejected. From this example, we notice 
that Euclidean distance is not a good measure of similarity when shape is the 
principal consideration. In this thesis, we suggest two algorithms, which will be 
fully discussed in chapter 3 and 4 respectively. In the first algorithm, we use two 
distances, namely, the individual distance and the overall distance, as the criteria 
of similarity. The absolute position is taken into consideration using these two 
distances. In the second method, the slopes of the segments of the sequences 
are used to compare their similarity in shape. Since slopes are independent of 
the absolute position of data sequences, they can be used to find all the data 
sequences similar in shape without considering the absolute position. The sole 
objective of these two algorithms are to find out data subsequences similar in 
shape to the query sequence. 
x^10^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  
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Figure 2.5: The trail plot of the first two Fourier coefficients with window size 
of 512. 
Secondly, the performance of an indexing method based on the R-tree family 
is reduced if the overlaps among the MBRs [7] increase. However, the MBRs 
constructed by ST-index overlap with each other when the data used are highly 
clustered. An example of such data are financial data. Therefore, those feature 
points extracted are also highly clustered. Figure 2.4 shows a sequence of The 
Hong Kong Daily Hang Seng Index from Jan 2, 1975 to Dec 30, 1994, totally 4939 
points. It is mapped to the 2-dimensional space with a window size of 512. This 
window size is suggested in [18]. The trail of the whole sequence and the zoom in 
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Figure 2.6: The trail plot of the first two Fourier coefficients with window size 
of 32. 
of the first 2500 points are shown in Figure 2.5. It can be observed that the first 
2500 points (about half of the feature points) are clustered in a relatively small 
region about 10^  x 10 .^ In this region, the number of MBRs intersecting with 
the query MBR is most likely high and more sub-trees are needed to be traversed. 
Consequently, the performance of the algorithm is significantly decreased. The 
situation becomes even worse when the window size is decreased. Figure 2.6 
shows the trail with a window size of 32. From Figure 2.6, we can observe that 
the number of clustering regions increases and the overlaps in these regions are 
higher than those with a larger window size. Therefore, longer window length 
seems to be desirable. However, as mentioned in [18], the shortest length allowed 
in ST-index is the length of the window used. Although longer window length 
results in better performance, it is not likely that query sequences have length 
as long as 512. We will show in later chapters that our proposed algorithms are 
not limited by this constraint. 
In [19], the problem of using Euclidean distance as similarity criteria is ad-
dressed and three definitions have been proposed. The first one is exact match 
between query sequence Q and data sequence D. The second one is approximate 
"matching", Distance{Q, D) < e. The last one is the approximate "similar", 
Distance(Q,T[D)) < e, i.e. query sequence Q is approximately similar to data 
sequence D if there exists a similarity transformation T and the distance be-
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tween Q and T{D) is within tolerance e. The transformation should take care of 
shifting and linear scaling. In order to tackle the problem of vertical shift, [19 
introduces the normal form of a sequence. Thus given any sequence D, sequence 
D' is the normal form of D if 
A ' = Dt : ( ； ⑷ for z. = 1, , length{D) (2.2) 
In [34], the normal form in [19] is used. This paper is motivated by the 
lack of control over the meaning of similarity by user in existing approaches for 
sequence data searching. Therefore, some transformation functions have been 
used to handle time warping and moving average in the context of similarity 
queries. This is the first indexing method that can handle time warping and 
moving average. The index I is constructed in the same way as in [1, 18]. For 
queries, the index I' is built in real time based on I and a given transformation 
T. Obviously, the construction of index I' in real time degrades the performance 
of the algorithm 
In [2], another definition of similarity is proposed. The similarity definition 
of two sequences of the same length are presented as follows. Two sequences Si 
and S2 with the same length n after adjusting their offsets appropriately and 
scaling their amplitude to a suitable amount become S[ and S'] respectively. If 
they satisfy Equation 2.3, they are said to be similar or lie within an envelope 
of a specified width. 
5'J[z] - S[\i]\ < e Vz, 1 < i < n (2.3) 
The similarity definition of two sequences with different lengths is also given. 
For a maximum gap size of 7 , a window size of uj and a tolerance of ^ two 
sequences Ti, T2 with different lengths are said to be similar if after some non-
matching regions(length < 7) are ignored, the sum of the lengths of all the 
similar pairs of subsequences(length : uj) is greater than <f times the sum of 
the length of 7] and T2. In short, two sequences are considered to be similar if 
they have enough non-overlapping similar subsequences. In [2], spatial similarity 
join[42, 10] is suggested for finding all similar pairs of gap-free subsequences of 
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the same length cj. The spatial similarityjoin works as follows. Each subsequence 
of size uj is first mapped into a point in a multi-dimensional space. The feature 
points are then indexed by a i^+-tree[38]. The dimensionality of this space is 
typically high in order to have a reasonable window size L0. The problem of 
finding all similar pairs of subsequences is reduced to finding points which are 
within e distance from each other in the indices collected, i.e. spatial join. 
The motivation and the idea of ignoring some unmatched gaps between se-
quences are brilliant. It is useful for removing noise presented in the sequences. 
In this thesis, we do not consider the noise removal because in many applications, 
noise can be removed by some existing techniques in the pre-processing step be-
fore the data is indexed. For example, stock analysts usually use the technique 
of moving average to remove the noise in the time series of the stock prices. On 
the other hand, the definition of scaling used in [2] is amplitude scaling and in 
this thesis, we search time series with linear scaling. 
2.4 Indexing schemes 
Text indexing methods include full text scanning, using signature files [15, 26, 27], 
maintaining inverted lists [47, 43] and grouping similar documents into clusters. 
In addition, some recent methods try to capture more information about each 
document so as to achieve better performance. These methods fall into three 
categories, methods using parsing, syntactic information and natural language 
processing [22], the 'Latent Semantic Indexing' method and methods using neural 
networks. These information retrieval methods are presented in a survey by 
Faloutsos et al. [17 . 
In most previous work in numerical sequence searching, feature vectors ex-
tracted from the data sequence are treated as multi-dimensional points while 
these points are indexed on multi-dimensional indexing schemes. The most im-
portant multi-dimensional indexing scheme, i?-tree [20], is proposed by A. Guttman 
in 1984. An i?-tree is a height-balanced tree similar to a B-tree for multi-
dimensional objects that are either points or regions. Like 5-trees, they are 
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balanced and guarantee that the space utilization is at least 50%. An i^-tree 
consists of intermediate and leaf nodes. Data objects are stored in leaf nodes 
and intermediate nodes are built by grouping rectangles at the lower level. Each 
intermediate node is associated with some rectangles which completely enclose 
all rectangles that correspond to lower level nodes. An i^-tree is completely dy-
namic, on which insertions and deletions can be intermixed with queries and no 
periodic global reorganization is required. The performance of R-tvee searching 
is determined by the coverage and overlap of a level. Coverage of a level is de-
fined as the total area of all the rectangles associated with the nodes of that level. 
Overlap of a level is defined as the total area contained within two or more nodes. 
Obviously, efficient _R-tree searching demands that both coverage and overlap be 
minimized. _R+-tree is a variant to R-tree. i^+-tree tries to minimize the coverage 
and overlap in i?-tree. The main idea is to allow partitions to split rectangles 
that zero overlap among intermediate node entries, i^*-tree is another variant of 
i^-tree. The major improvement is the reduction of the area, margin and overlap 
of the directory rectangles. Since all three values are reduced, the i^*-tree can 
perform well for any data distribution. An interesting observation is that the 
performance of i^-tree is improved if half of the data is deleted and then to insert 
it again. Therefore, reinsert is a very simple way of tuning existing R-tvee data 
files. But this is a static situation. To archieve dynamic reorganizations, the 
R*-tree forces entries to be reinserted during the insertion routine. 
As Jagadish suggested in [23], once objects are mapped into points in k-
dimensional feature spaces, then the problem is reduced to storing, retrieving 
and displaying A>dimensional feature points. Also, the searching process can be 
greatly accelerated by organizing these points in a spatial access method. This 
smart idea is fully utilized in the following two papers. In [16], an iterative al-
gorithm, FastMap, to map objects into points in some A;-dimensional space is 
described. After the mapping, the searching time for queries is reduced. Also, 
it can help with visualization, clustering and data-mining while these observa-
tions can provide insights in formulation hypotheses and discovering rules. The 
second paper is [31]. In which, an efficient search algorithm for similar images 
in large image databases is presented. The proposed algorithm uses an efficient 
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representation of image content based on Attributed Relational Graphs (ARGs). 
These ARGs are mapped to points in some A;-dimensional space and are indexed 
with state-of-the-art multi-dimensional indexing methods such as i^-tree, i^+-
tree and iT-tree. Then any query on the databases can be fulfilled efficiently. 
It is because the feature spaces are with low dimensionality, any known spatial 
access methods such as i^-tree will work. However, if the dimensionality of fea-
ture space is high, the known methods may not be the best choice. Research 
work [7] has shown that the overlap of R*-tree approaches 100% for dimension-
ality larger than ten using uniformly distributed data. While the situation is 
even worse if real (non-uniform) data is used. The overlap approaches 100% 
for dimensionality larger than six. Owing to this insufficiency of known multi-
dimensional indexing method on high dimensionality, two novel multi-dimension 
indexing tree structures are proposed. In [28], a tree-structure that uses a vari-
able number of dimensions for indexing is proposed and this tree-structure is 
called Telescopic- Vector tree or TV-tree. The proposed method treats the fea-
tures asymmetrically, favoring the first few features over the rest. This kind of 
features can be easily archived by applying data-independent transforms, such as 
the Karhunen Lowe (KL) transform, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), the Hadamard Transform, and the Wavelet 
Transform, on the objects. Another indexing structure, X-tree, using overlap-
minimizing split and supernodes is suggested in [7] which outperforms R*-tiee 
and TV-tree. These two techniques keep the directory as hierarchical as possi-
ble, and at the same time avoid splits in the directory that would result in high 
overlap. 
The content-base image indexing problem is formulated in [11] as a multi-
dimensional nearest-neighbor search problem and an optimistic vantage point 
tree algorithm is presented. For a given set of data points, the distance between 
the vantage point (VP) and the data points are calculated. The median of the 
distance is used to divide those data points into two partitions. Thus finding 
data points similar to a query data point needs to calculate the distance between 
the query data point and the vantage point. The algorithm needs to search both 
partitions only if this calculated distance hit certain range within the median. 
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Otherwise, only one partition is searched. Since the VP-tree is built using differ-
ent varitage points in different tree levels, a query needs only to access less than 
20 percent of the index entries. 
In [24], this paper deals with the manipulation of interval data such as spatial 
and temporal data. The motivation of this paper is that existing Spatial Access 
Methods such as i^-tree and its variants are not suitable for highly clustered 
interval data, therefore a tree-structured indexes to support efficient query on 
multi-dimensional interval data is proposed. There are three main changes to 
existing indexing structures. Firstly, index records may be stored in non-leaf 
nodes. Secondly, the index node size may vary. Finally, the index may be pre-
constructed based on an estimate of the input data distribution, and later made 
to adapt to the actual input data distribution. 
In [21], the interval binary search tree (IBS-tree) is introduced. The IBS-tree 
is related to the segment tree and interval tree, but in addition allows dynamic 
insertion and deletion of intervals while remaining balanced. Moreover, IBS-trees 
are relatively easy to implement and handle duplicate intervals and endpoints 




Sequence Data Searching using 
the Projection Algorithm 
3.1 Sequence Similarity 
In this section, we define the criteria on how two sequences are classified as 
similar under the projection algorithm. Assume there are two sequences, A and 
B, each with m data represented as A1A2...Am and BiB2...Bm respectively, they 
are similar if they satisfy the following two definitions. 
Definition 1 The distance between A and B, given by the quantity on the left 
side of the following inequality, must be smaller than or equal to a user defined 
threshold, e, i.e. 
• m 1 1/A： 
Y.\A—B,\ ' < e (3.1) 
.i=l . 
The definition of distance depends on the selection of k. For k = 1 and k = 2, 
they are known as the Manhattan distance and the Euclidean distance respec-
tively. In this thesis, we choose Euclidean distance(A: = 2) but this algorithm 
can handle any value of k. 
However, as exemplified in the previous chapter, Euclidean distance is sensi-
tive to the absolute position of a sequence and Euclidean distance alone is not 
21 
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Table 3.1: Data For Figure 2 
a good indicator for similarity. We need additional definitions to restrict the 
selection criterion. 
Definition 2 The distance between each corresponding data pair from sequences 
A and B must not exceed a user defined threshold, S, i.e. 
Ai — Bil<(^ Vz, 1 < i < m (3.2) 
where 5 is called the individual distance. 
For simplicity, we introduce two predicates to show the similarity of two 
sequences with the same number of data. overall-similar[A, B) is true if se-
quences A and B satisfy Equation 3.1 and we call this test the overall similarity 
test individual-similar(A, B) is true if sequences A and B satisfy Equation 3.2 
and we call this test the individual similarity test The two sequences are clas-
sified as similar if and only if they satisfy both overall and individual similarity 
tests. � 
Our objective is to find out sequences similar in shape. However, Euclidean 
distance between two sequences is sensitive to the absolute locations of the se-
quences. Therefore, the projection algorithm allows one of the sequence to shift 
vertically in the matching process until the distance between the sequences is 
minimum. The minimum distance, d, between sequences (A and B) is calculated 
by the following equation. 
m 
d' 二 E(A- - B, - yf (3.3) 
i=i 
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Figure 3.1: Comparison Of Shift Value 
where y is the shift value. To determine y and d, we can differentiate both sides 
of Equation 3.3 with respect to y and then set the left hand side to zero. So the 
value y that gives the minimum of d is shown in Equation 3.4. 
m 
y = E ( A - - Bi)|m (3.4) 
i=i 
Unfortunately, we cannot blindly shift vertically one of the two sequences for 
the minimum distance and see whether the minimum distance is bounded by e. 
Since two sequences with their minimum distance not greater than e does not 
guarantee they are also individually similar. An example is given in Figure 3.1 
with data in Table 3.1. We try to determine if X and Y are similar and sequence 
Z is the resulting sequence by shifting sequence Y so that the Euclidean distance 
between X and Z is minimum. Suppose we set 5 to 30 and e to 70, both sequences 
pairs X, Y and X, Z satisfy Equation 3.1 because the Euclidean distance between 
sequences X and Y is 60 while the Euclidean distance between X and Z is 52. 
However, we can see from Table 3.1 that the third data pair between X and Z 
fails Equation 3.2. On the contrary, the original sequence Y without shifting do 
satisfy Equation 3.2. 
Hence, to guarantee that no qualified sequence will be falsely rejected after 
applying vertical shifting, we do not shift one of the two sequences vertically so 
that their distance is minimum. Instead, we shift the sequence vertically and stop 
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shifting once the two sequences are individual similar. Two sequences is classified 
as dissimilar if no such shifting can be found. Otherwise, y is calculated and the 
distance is tuned to the minimum value within the feasible shift range. This min-
imum distance is called the Minimum Attainable Distance. These sequences are 
then subjected to the overall similarity test and if the minimum attainable dis-
tance is not greater than e, the two sequences are classified as similar, otherwise 
they are rejected. 
3.2 Searching Method 
3.2.1 Sequential Algorithm 
The sequential searching algorithm searches from the first datum till the end of 
the data sequence DiD2...Dn- For each iteration, a subsequence A A + i " . A + m - i 
of the data sequence is compared with the query sequence QiQ2---Qm- If the 
query sequence and data subsequence satisfy both individual and overall simi-
larity tests, the data subsequence A A_+i" .A+m-i is classified as similar to the 
query sequence Q1Q2...Qm. Otherwise, it is dissimilar to the query sequence and 
is rejected. This testing procedure is repeated until the end of the data sequence 
is reached. The implementation of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.1. 
Algorithm 3.1 Sequential Algorithm 
result i——0 
for i 二 1 to n — m do 
if individual-similar (Q1Q2 • • -Qm, A 'A+i . . .A+m-i ) and 
overall-similar{Q1Q2...Qm, A A + i - " A + m - i ) then 
result <"~ result U {(DiDi^i...Di^rn-i)} 
return(result) 
The sequential searching algorithm guarantees no data subsequence that is 
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both individual and overall similar to the query sequence is rejected i.e. no false 
reject of valid data subsequence. Moreover, this algorithm pledges that there is 
no false alarm. All database subsequences selected need not be subjected to any 
post-testing. However, the algorithm is slow because it has to search all data 
in the data sequence more than once and the complexity for this algorithm is 
0{nm). 
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Figure 3.2: Motivation of Projection Algorithm 
3.2.2 Projection Algorithm 
Motivation of the Projection Algorithm 
If two sequences are individually similar, it is obvious that the corresponding 
subsequences from the sequences are also individual similar. As shown in Figure 
3.2, two sequences are individual similar implies the subsequences in partitions 
(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) must also be individual similar. Taking contrapositive of this 
fact, if there exists any subsequence in one of the partitions that is not individual 
similar, the two sequences are not individual similar. The idea can be extended to 
improve the performance of subsequence matching. In this algorithm, we break 
down the data sequence D into t segments 5^1,¾,.",*¾. These segments are 
further broken down into basic subsequences of length k. The same operation 
is applied to the query sequence. In other words, the query sequence is also 
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broken down into basic query subsequences of length k. Therefore, for each 
basic query subsequence, if we can find at least one basic data subsequence 
belonging to Sj and similar to the basic query subsequence, then it is possible to 
find a data subsequence in Sj which is individual and overall similar to the query 
sequence. Otherwise, it is impossible to find one and the next query segment 
Sj+i is searched. The most crucial part of the projection algorithm is to find a 
fast matching algorithm to determine whether there is a basic data subsequence 
which is individual similar to a basic query subsequence. 
We illustrate the idea of a fast matching process when the length of the basic 
subsequences is equal to two. Suppose there is a data segment D1D2...D1^, we 
divide it into 7 — 1 basic data subsequences, D1D2, D2D3...., Dji- iDn. Each of ^ t t 
these basic subsequences can be represented by a point with coordinate (/¾, A + i ) 
in a two-dimensional plane. The distance between any two of these subsequences 
is in fact the Euclidean distance between the corresponding points in the two-
dimensional plane. As mentioned in the previous section, a sequence may be 
vertically shifted in order to find the minimum attainable distance. When a basic 
subsequence A A + i is shifted vertically, Di and D{+i will increase or decrease at 
the same time with the same amount. In other words, the vertical shift of a basic 
subsequence D{Di+i corresponds to the movement of the point (1¾, A + i ) in the 
direction parallel to the line x=y, i.e. along the line x — Di = y — A + i . Hereafter, 
we call this line the projection line of ( A , A+ i ) . Hence, the minimum distance 
between any two basic subsequences A A + i and QkQk+i is the distance between 
the projection lines x — D{ = y — Z^+i and x — Qk 二 y — Qk^-i. We observe 
that the distance between the two projection lines is proportional to the distance 
between the points that cut on the y-axis. (Henceforth, we call the point that 
a projection line cuts the y-axis the projection point.) Therefore, a basic data 
subsequence is individual similar to a basic query subsequence if their projection 
points are within a certain distance. 
In order to facilitate the comparison, we partition the y-axis into regions. 
A region is said to be unhit if no data subsequence point is projected onto the 
region. Otherwise, it is said to be hit. When the data subsequence point is 
projected, the corresponding index is associated to the region being hit. In our 
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implementation, the index is in fact the position of the first datum of the basic 
data subsequence. For instance, the index of a basic data subsequence which is 
formed by the 1500-th and 1501-st data of the data sequence is 1500. 
When a query sequence Q1Q2...Qm is input by a user, there are totally m-1 
basic query subsequences. Hence, there are m-1 query points,(Qi,仏)，（仏，Qs), 
...,(Qm-i, Qm)^ and let Pi, P2^..., Pm-i be their projection points respectively. 
We show in Lemma 1 that if a basic data subsequence is individually similar 
to a basic query subsequence, then the distance between their projection points 
must not be greater than 25. Therefore, if we can find for each query projection 
point at least one projection point of data subsequence within a distance of 25, 
it is possible to find a data subsequence that is similar to the query subsequence. 
Otherwise, the data segment is not tested and the matching process proceeds to 
the next segment. Let qi be a index in a region within a distance 2S from Pi. We 
need to test the subsequence started at qi only if qi, q2,…，qk form a consecutive 
and ascending series. Thus, we need not test the whole query segment. 
Lemma 1 In a two-dimensional space, if a basic data subsequence is individual 
similar to a basic query subsequence, then the distance between their projection 
points must be less than or equal to 28. 
Proof: Let QxQx^i be a basic query subsequence and DyDy+i be a basic data 
subsequence. 
If DyDy+i is individual similar to QxQx+i, it must satisfy the following two 
equations: 
Q . - S < Dy < Q , + 6 (3.5) 
Q.+i — ^ < A/+i < Q.+i + J (3.6) 
Combining Equation (3.5) and Equation (3.6), we have 
Q.+1 - Qx - 25 < Dy+, — Dy < Q,+1 — Q, + 2S 
which implies 
-2(^ < (Dy+1 - Dy) — {Q, - g ,+ i ) < 2(^  (3.7) 
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Since the projection points of {Qx^ Qx+i) and (D^, Dy^i) are (0, Qx+i — Qx) and 
(0, Dy^i — Dy) respectively, the distance between the projection points of two 
individual similar basic subsequences must not be greater than 25. • 
The performance of the projection algorithm may not be optimal in the two-
dimensional space because the probability that all regions are hit by query data 
points is very high. It is also likely that a region is hit more than once. In order 
to improve the performance, we extend the projection algorithm to a multi-
dimensional space in the next section. This extension increases the number of 
regions and decreases the ratio of data points to regions. Thus, the chance of a 
region being hit by a data projection point is decreased. 
Projection Algorithm in an TV-Dimension Space 
In an iV-dimensional space, each data subsequence point represents a basic sub-
sequence of length N. Data subsequence points are projected to the (7V-1)-
dimensional space along their projection line. Similarly, the (7V-l)-dimensional 
space is divided into regions and the state of a region is hit if it is cut through 
by a projection line of data subsequence point, otherwise it is unhit. In addition, 
indices of the basic data subsequences with their points hitting the region are 
associated to that region. All basic data subsequences that are individual similar 
to a basic query subsequence must have their projection points inside a bounding 
box in the (N-1 )-dimensional space with dimensions A5 x A5 x ... x A5 centered 
at the query data projection point and this is proved in Lemma 2. 
Lemma 2 In a TV-dimensional space, if a basic data subsequence D1D2D3...DN 
is individual similar to a basic query subsequence Q1Q2Q3...QN, then their pro-
jection points, {O,D2-D1,D3-D1, . . . ,DN-Di ) and (O,Q2-Q1,Q3-Q1, ...,Qiv— 
Qi), in the (N-l)-dimensional space must satisfy the following equation: 
—25 < ( A - D^) - {Q, - Qi) < 2^ Vz, 2 < 1 < N (3.8) 
Proof: Let P be the proposition 
From Lemma 1, P is true for N=2. 
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Assume P is true for N=k. 
-28 < ( A — Di) — (Qi — Qi) < 25 Vz, 2 < i < k (3.9) 
For N=k+1, 
Qi-S< Di < Qi + S (3.10) 
Qk+i - S < Dk+i < Qk+i + <^  (3.11) 
Qk+i — Qi - 2S < Dk+i - D, < Qk+i — Qi + 2^(3.12) 
- 2 (^< {Dk+i-Di)-{Qk+,-Qi) <2S (3.13) 
Combining Equations (3.9) and (3.13) implies that, 
-2S < {Di - Di) - {Qi — Qi) < 2S Vz, 2 < i < k + 1 (3.14) 
Therefore P is true for N=k+1 and hence P is true for all N. • 
The query procedure is exactly the same as that in the two-dimensional space 
after the query sequence with m data is input by a user. There are m-N+1 query 
subsequences and hence m-N+1 query data points. These query data points in 
the iV-dimensional space are projected to the (N-1 )-dimensional space and then 
bounding boxes are placed on the regions being hit by the projection points. 
If any one of the bounding boxes contains no index, then it is impossible to 
find a data subsequence in the current query segment that is similar to the 
query sequence. So the matching process proceeds to the next query segment. 
Otherwise, all indices recorded in the bounding boxes are collected. Those indices 
that can form consecutive and ascending series are indices of potential data 
subsequences similar to the query sequence. Therefore, those potential data 
subsequences are subjected to the individual and overall similarity tests. 
To speed up the process in finding a consecutive and ascending series of indices 
among the indices collected, we use a bit stream to represent the collected indices. 
Suppose a segment has j data, a bit stream of j bits is used for each projection 
of query data point. Therefore, an index, qi, is used to set the qi-th. bit of the 
bit stream. After all the indices are used to set the bits, it is easy to find out 
the desired series by simple bit operations. An example of searching database 
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subsequences that are similar to the query sequence in the three-dimensional 
space is shown below. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 3 - -
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Figure 3.3: An example of Projection Algorithm in 3-d space 
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Figure 3.4: An example of finding consecutive and ascending series 
Example 1 Suppose 5 = 5, e 二 40 and we have a data sequence (-22, -67, 6, 
-86, -13, -5, -81, 2, -65, -31, 17，-74，-1, -103, -20, 32, -66, 5，-96, -54) and a query 
sequence (0, -84, 5, -66, -35). Assume that the length of a basic sequence is 3, 
the values of the 3-dimensional points and projection points are shown in Table 
3.2. The result of the projections when the dimension of each region is 10 x 10 
is shown in Figure 3.3. 
For each region hit by a query data point, a bounding box is placed accord-
ingly. As shown in Figure 3.3, all bounding boxes have at least one index, so 
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Search Sequence 
Data Value Data Point Projection 
0 ~ " ^ ~ " (-22,-67；^ (-45, 28) 
1 ~ ^ ^ , 6 , - 8 6 ) (73, -19) 
2 ~ 6 ^ 6 , - 1 3 ) (-92, -19) 
3 ~ ~ ^ ( ^ - 1 3 , - 5 ) (73, 81) 
4 ~ ^ ^ - 5 , - 8 1 ) (8, -68) 
5 . ~ " ^ R7-81,2) (-76, 7) 
6 _~~^ (^,2,-65) (83，16) 
7 .~~2 ^5,-31) (-67，-33) 
8 “ -65 "(^5,-31,17) (34, 82) 
9 “ -31 "t^l,17,-74) (48,-43) 
10 . ~ l 7 (r^-74,-l) (-91, -18) 
11 _ ~ ~ ^ p ^ l , - 1 0 3 ) (73, -29) 
12 “ -1 "^,-lQ3,-2Q) (-102, -19) 
13 ^ l 0 3 ~ (-103,-20；^ (83’ 135) 
14 ~ ^ ~ ~ (-20,327667" (52, -46) 
15 . ~ ~ ^ p ; -66 ,5) (-98，-27) 
16 •""^^6^ (-66,5,-96j" (71, -30) 
17 “ 5 "t5,-96,-54) (-101, -59) 
18 “ -96 - -
19 I -54 - -
Input Sequence 
Data Value Data Point Projection 
0 "^^0 (^84,5) (-84, 5) 
1 ~~^84~ (-84,5,^^6^ (89, 18) 
2 一 5 ~ t M 6 , - 3 5 ) (-71, -40) 
3 —-66 - -
4 -35 - -
Table 3.2: An example of projection algorithm in the 3-dimensional space 
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indices in the bounding boxes are collected and used to set the bits in the bit 
stream.. The resulting bit stream is shown in Figure 3.4 where bits 5, 6, 7 are 
set in bit streams 0, 1, 2 respectively. Since these indices can form a consecutive 
and ascending series, the data subsequence started at the 5-th datum and ended 
at the 9-th datum is subjected to the individual and overall similarity tests. As 
long as the two sequences pass both tests, the data subsequence is classified as 
similar to the query sequence. • 
Implementation Details 
The data sequence is divided into t segments with j data each. The basic 
subsequences in each database segment Si are projected to a distinct (7V-1)-
dimensional space, Space[i]. We have to build the indexing structure using the 
data sequence before any query process and the procedure is shown in Algorithm 
3.2. The function Proj_Pt[Pt,Space[i]) shown in the algorithm projects a N-
dimensional point Pt(Pi^ P2, •••, PN) to the (N-1 )-dimensional space along its 
projection line to the space Space[i]. The coordinate of the projection point 
(P2 — Pi, P3 — Pi,..., PN — Pi) is returned and the index of the data point is 
recorded in the region being hit. 
Algorithm 3.2 Building indexing structure for the projection algorithm 
/* Initialize The Searching Space */ 
Divide D into t subsequences 
Each subsequence has j data 
y ^ j 
for i 二 1 to t do 
for j = (i — 1) X y to i x y 
P <"~ Pj,A+i”�j+Ar-i) 
Proj_Pt(P, Space[i]) 
end for 
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The actual query process on the data sequence is shown in Algorithm 3.3. The 
function Box{Pi^ /¾,…，PN-i) returns the set of indices of the projection points 
within the bounding box of the point (f\, P2,..., PN-i)- The set is empty if there 
is no index inside the box. 
Algorithm 3.3 Searching using Projection Algorithm 
/* Search For All Spaces */ 
for i = 1 to t do 
for j = 1 to m — N do 
Pt <^ (Qj,Qj+i,…Qj+7v-l) 
( F 1 , P 2 , . . . , ^ 7 v - 1 ) f — Proj.Pt{Pt,Space[i]) 




if di^  - c?/i = c?/3 - di2 = ... = dim_N — d/m—iv_i = 1 then 
/* indices can form a consecutive and ascending series */ 
if individual-similar{Q1Q2...Qm, Ddj^ Ddj^ -"Ddj ) and 
overall-similar{Q1Q2...Qm, Ddj Ddr ...Ddr ) then 
1^ 2^ ^rn-N ’ 
result <^ result U {{Ddj^ Ddj^ • -.Ddj ^ )} 
return(result) 
3.3 Handling Scaling Problem by the Projec-
tion Algorithm 
In this section, we will describe how projection algorithm is extended to search 
for data subsequences with different scales of the query sequence. An example 
of scaling is shown in Figure 3.5. We assume sequence A is a data subsequence 
while sequence B is a query sequence. If sequence B is input by a user, then our 
algorithm can find out sequence A as a similar sequence to B. The two sequences 
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Sequence A 
‘ ^ 5 ^ 5 ^ 
i f Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
Sequence B 
B, B, 4 
。 , 毋 3 ^ 
[Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
Figure 3.5: Turning Point and its usage 
in Figure 3.5 are similar with a scaling factor of 2. 
If we select three data at a time, we can form basic subsequences of length 
three. These subsequences are data points in the three-dimensional space. We 
call such a data point a turning point if the slopes of the first two data and 
the last two data have different signs. An example of turning point is shown 
in Figure 3.5. The basic subsequence A3A4A5 is a turning point because the 
slopes of its first two data and the last two data have different signs. Similarly, 
basic subsequences AjAsAg, BiB2B3 and B3B4B5 are also turning points. Basic 
subsequences of turning points are used to divide a sequence into sections and 
indices of those turning points are used to calculate the scaling factor between 
two sequences. The process in finding the scaling factor is exemplified in Figure 
3.5. Basic subsequences A3A4A5, AjAsAg, B1B2B3, B3B4B5 have indices 3, 7, 1, 
3 respectively. Assume A3A4As, BiB2B3 are in one bounding box and AjAgAg, 
B3B4B5 are in another bounding box, we can calculate the scaling factor by 
dividing the difference of the indices between the turning points in sequence A 
and sequence B. That is 
( 7 - 3 ) / ( 3 - 1 ) 二 2 . 
In general, if we have k query turning points with indices 仍，仍，…， q ^ that are 
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projected along their projection lines and k bounding boxes are placed on the 
projection points. Let di be the index of basic data subsequence in a region within 
the z-th bounding box. Therefore, a data subsequence with indices di, d2, ...,dk is 
a potential subsequence similar to the query sequence if the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
1.，~f i =，_"2 = . • • : ^k-dk-i - g these indices eive the same scaling factor q2-qi q3-q2 Qk-Qk-l ° b 
2. No other turning point exists between two consecutive indices,i.e., no turn-
ing point exists between di and d2, ¢/2 and d3, . . . , dk-i and dk, In short, 
all the slopes in a section are of the same sign. 
The process of finding out similar sequences with scaling factor is almost the 
same as that without scaling. First, we find out those query turning points and 
are projected along their projection lines. Each projection point is the center 
of a bounding box of dimensions A8 x A5 and the indices di inside the bounding 
boxes are used to set the i-th bit of a bit stream. A distinct bit stream is used 
for each bounding box. In addition to the above information, the user is also 
required to specify the range of the scaling factor he wants to use. The final step 
is searching indices that can form a consecutive and ascending series. Assume 
there are three query turning points and the indices of two consecutive query 
turning points differ by one. Also, we assume the user would like to search for 
all data subsequences with scaling factor in the range between 2 and 5. Those 
query turning points are projected and three bit streams are resulted. Bit 2 of 
Turning Point 1 result (TP1) is set. In order to find those database subsequences 
that are scaled up by 2, 3, 4, 5 times of the query sequence, we have to check 
bits 4, 5, 6, 7 of Turning Point 2 result (TP2). Since bits 6 and 7 of TP2 are 
not set, it is not necessary to check the Turning Point 3 result (TP3). On the 
other hand, bits 4 and 5 of TP2 are set, so bits 6 and 8 of TP3 are tested. Bit 8 
of TP3 is not set and is rejected while bit 6 of TP3 is set and this is a potential 
scale up of the query sequence with a scaling factor 2. The process is continued 
until the end of TP1. 
In the previous example, the indices collected are 2, 4 and 6 and the scaling 
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Figure 3.6: An example of finding scaling up subsequence 
factor is 2. Then we check the slopes in every section. If all the slopes in a section 
are of the same sign, the database subsequence is converted to a sequence with 
the same length as the query sequence. Then the two sequences with the same 
length is subjected to the overall and individual similarity tests. The database 
subsequence is classified as similar to the query sequence only if the two sequences 
pass both tests. Otherwise, this database subsequence is rejected. 
In order to find out data subsequences similar to the query sequence with 
a scaling factor, the projection algorithm should be applied to data points in 
a three-dimensional space or higher. The feasibility of this algorithm is not 
affected even if we increase the dimension beyond three. The turning point is 
determined by the first three data before projection and these three data would 
not be afFected if we pick more data at a time to form a data point. 
Chapter 4 
Sequence Data Searching using 
Hashing Algorithm 
There are three drawbacks of some previous research work which will be fully dis-
cussed in chapter 5. The projection algorithm is simple and solved the problem 
of Euclidean distance and orthonormal transformation. However, it still suffers 
from the problem of multi-dimensional indexing structure. Also, the calculation 
of minimum attainable distance and Euclidean distance between two sequences 
is computational intensive. Therefore, we propose another algorithm based on 
hashing and the slopes of sequences. This algorithm involves much less compu-
tation and can solve all the three drawbacks. Moreover, it outperforms existing 
algorithms and projection algorithm. 
4.1 Sequence Similarity 
Our definition of sequence similarity is motivated by the properties of similar 
triangles. The SAS similarity theorem states that two triangles are similar if two 
pairs of corresponding sides are proportional and the included angle is equal. 
This theorem can be applied in sequence data searching if we use the slopes of 
segments to measure the similarity of two sequences. 
A data sequence D of length n is an ordered set of n real numbers. Di denotes 
the z-th data of D. A A + i - . - ^ j , 1 < i < j < n, denotes the subsequence of D 
37 
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from data Di to Dj and the index of this subsequence is defined to be i. A 
segment of a sequence is a line joining two consecutive data in the sequence. 
The slope of a segment formed by data i^Z^+i is !^+^^~ .^', i.e. A + i — A - An 
example of data and query sequences is shown in Figure 4.1. Two segments 
A A + i and QiQi^i are said to be similar if their slope difference satisfies the 
following equation: 
—e < (A+1 — A ) - (g,+i - Qj) < e (4.1) 
where e is a user defined threshold. In addition, two sequences with the same 
number of data are said to be similar if the slope differences of their correspond-
ing segments are bounded by e. The definition of sequence similarity is stated 
formally in Definition 3. 
i /^*"Pi+4 D ^ i 
I : : / ^ ^ ^ r 
1 / I Data Sequence 
.：调:: 
. . . ；_ — - _ — > P i t ^ _ , ； 」 
； : j " ^ ^ " K ^ r 
^ ^ 1 / Query Sequence 
^/03 
Figure 4.1: Example of data and query sequences 
Definition 3 Two sequences D1D2...Dm and QiQ2---Qm are similar if 
—t < (A- — A - i ) - (Qi - Q^-l) < e Vz, 2 < 1 < m (4.2) 
Moreover, two sequences can also be linear scale similar with a scaling factor. 
An example is shown in Figure 4.2 where the query sequence is similar to the 
data subsequence with a scaling factor of two. Using this scaling factor, we can 
find the corresponding query segment for each segment of the data subsequence. 
As depicted in Figure 4.2, the corresponding segment of A A+ i and A+1A+2 
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Figure 4.2: Example of similar sequences with a scaling factor of 2 
is segment Q1Q2, the corresponding segment of A+2A+3 and A+3A+4 is Q2Q3 
and the corresponding segment of D,+4A+5 and A+s A+e is Q3Q4. The defini-
tion of linear scale similar is formally stated in Definition 4. 
Definition 4 Two sequences D1D2...Dsm and QiQ2---Qm are linear scale similar 
with a scaling factor 5 if 
—e < (A- - A - i ) 一 (Qpi] - Qi^]-i) < e Vz, 2 < i < sm, s > 1 (4.3) 
- e < ⑷ 旧 - % ] - i ) — (Qt — Q^-i) < e Vz, 2 < i < sm, s < 1 (4.4) 
Two similar sequences with different number of data are called linear scal-
ing similar if all their corresponding segments are bounded by the user defined 
threshold, e. It should be noted that Definition 3 is only a special case of Defi-
nition 4 in which the scaling factor is 1. 
4.2 Hashing algorithm 
In this section, we will present the algorithm based on hashing. The hashing 
algorithm is also compared with the sequential algorithm. Since the sequential 
algorithm is presented in Chapter 3 and the only difference is the similarity 
comparison, we will not describe the algorithm once more. 
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4.2.1 Motivation of the Algorithm 
In our algorithm, we first classify each segment in a data sequence into two 
categories according to the sign of their slopes. The segment with zero or positive 
slope is called an increasing segment] while the segment with negative slope is 
called a decreasing segment. We attach one bit to each data segment. The bit 
is set to 1 if the segment is an increasing segment; otherwise, it is set to 0. 
Therefore, a data sequence with n data is represented by a bit stream consists 
of n-1 0's and l's. Then, a window of length w is placed over the bit stream 
and a feature vector of w bits is extracted. This feature vector represents a data 
subsequence with w segments i.e. w + 1 data. The value of this vector is the 
offset of an entry in the bucket address table pointing to a bucket. The index of 
the data subsequence is hashed into the bucket accordingly. Thus, for a window 
size of w, 2^ buckets are needed in the hash table. After the window is slid over 
a data sequence of length n, n — w subsequences are hashed. 
For example, when w = 2, each segment D{Di^i is regarded as a subsequence 
and there are only two buckets in the hash table. The index, i, is put in bucket 
1 if the slope of A A + i i^  positive, otherwise, it is put in bucket 0. 
Suppose there is a query sequence which has only one segment. The segment of 
the query sequence can be categorized into three states, namely 0, 1 or *(unknown 
state), according to the slope of this segment. If the slope of the query segment 
is S^ the slope, Sd, of each data segment d similar to the query segment must 
satisfy: 
^ - e < Sd < 6 + e (4.5) 
Obviously, if 5 — e > 0, then Sd > 0. This means that all the data segments 
similar to the query segment must be increasing segments and only bucket 1 
has to be searched. Similarly, if S + e < 0, all the data segments similar to the 
query segment must be decreasing segments and we only need to search bucket 
0. However, if —e < S < e, data segments similar to the query segment can be 
increasing or decreasing segments. Hence, the query segment is in unknown state 
and both buckets 0 and 1 have to be searched. When the buckets are searched, 
only those indices of similar subsequences are reported. 
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Figure 4.3: The construction of feature vector of a query sequence 
In general, w can be any positive integer not less than 1. If a query sequence 
with m segments is input, we can construct a bit-stream with m bits for the 
query sequence. As mentioned above, each query segment can have three states, 
0，1 or unknown. If m > w, we can choose w consecutive bits out of the m bits 
with the least number of unknown state bits as illustrated in Figure 4.3(a). If 
m < u;, the status of the (m + 1广 to w^^ bits are set to unknown as shown in 
Figure 4.3(b). This w;-bit feature vector is used to determine which buckets we 
need to search and it is called the determining vector. We show in Lemma 3 
that the probability of finding a ty-bit determining vector with u unknown bits 
increases as the query sequence length increases. 
Lemma 3 Assume the data are generated by random walk with the step size in 
the range [ - i ? , R]. We also assume w be the number of bits to construct the hash 
table. The probability of finding a w;-bit determining vector with u unknown bits 
increases as the length of query sequence increases. 
Proof: From Equation 4.5, we know that a query segment is in unknown state if 
—e < S < e. Since the step size is actually the slope of a segment, the probability 
of a bit is in unknown state is given in the following equation. 
P(unknown bit) = ~ Ve, e > 0 (4.6) 
Let P(u,v) be the probability of u bit in unknown state and v bit in known 
state, where u + v = w. 
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‘ P{^.v) = [:]{^ni-^y R>e>0 (4.7) 
There are two special cases, 
P{0,w) = 1 and ^(¾,¾;) = 0 where £ = 0 (4.8) 
P(iy,0) = 1 and P{u,v) = 0 where €=R (4.9) 
Assume the length of the query sequence is m. Let P\u, v) be the probability 
of finding a ii;-bit feature vector from a query sequence that has at least one 
feature vector with u bits in unknown state and v bits in known state. 
P\u, v) = 1 - [1 - P(u, ^0]"-"+i R < e < 0 (4.10) 
From Equation 4.10, we can conclude that the probability of finding a subse-
quence from the query sequence with length w and u unknown bit increases as 
the length of the query sequence, m, increases. • 
The above idea is illustrated as follows. Let ^ = 0.3 and k — 10. The 
probability of P�u,v�calculated by Equation 4.7 is shown below: 
P(0,10) = [JO] (0.3)o(0.7)io = 0.028 
F(1,10) = [J°] (0.3)1(07)9 = 0.121 
P (2 ,10 )= [� ( 0 . 3 )2 (0 .7 )8 = 0.233 
p(3,10) = go] (0.3)3(0.7)7 = 0.267 
P(4,10) = [ f ] (0.3)4(0.7)6 = 0.200 
P(5,10) = K°] (0.3)5(0.7)5 = 0.103 
p(6,10) 二 [JO] (0.3)6(07)4 = 0.037 
P(7,10) = [10] (0.3)7(0.7)3 = 0.009 
P(8,10) = [10] (0.3)8(0.7)2 = 0.001 
P(9,10) = [10] (0.3)9(0.7)1 = 0.0001 
P(10,10) = [J°] (0.3)10(0.7)�= 0.000006 
Suppose m 二 20, the probability of P'{u,v) calculated by Equation 4.10 is 
shown as follows: 
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F(0,10) = 0.268 
F ( l , m ) = 0.758 
P'(2,10) = 0.946 
P'(3,10) = 0.967 
P'(4,10) = 0.914 
尸'(5,10) = 0.698 
P'(6,10) = 0.339 
P'(7,10) = 0.094 
P'(8,10) = 0.011 
P'(9,10) = 0.001 
P'(10,10) = 0.00007 
Our hashing algorithm is approximately 2 times faster than the sequential 
searching algorithm, if the determining vector has one bit in state 1 or 0. There-
fore, our hashing algorithm is approximately 2^  times faster than the sequential 
searching algorithm, where t is the number of bits in the determining vector in 
state 1 or 0. 
b i t l b i t 2 ！ b i t3 b i t4 b i t5 b i t6 b i t7 b i t 8 ； b i t 9 b i t lO 
1 * i 1 0 1 * 1 1 丨 0 1 
Figure 4.4: An example of feature vector of a query sequence 
An example of feature vector of a query sequence is shown in Figure 4.4 with 
w — 6. In this example, there are totally 64 (2^) buckets in the hash table. The 
determining vector is 101*11 which has minimum number of bits in unknown 
state. Since bit 6 is unknown, we need to search two buckets with address, 
101111(47) and 101011(43), out of 64 buckets. All indices stored in the buckets 
47 and 43 are collected. Because the determining vector is selected starting from 
bit 3, we have to subtract 2 from all the indices collected. Data subsequences 
represented by those indices after the subtraction are compared with the query 
sequence. In this example, only ^ of the data sequence is searched. Thus, the 
proposed algorithm is approximately 32 (2^) times faster than the sequential 
searching algorithm. 
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4.2.2 Hashing Algorithm using dynamic hash function 
Static hashing algorithm is an excellent algorithm for databases that are not 
expanding. However, in financial markets and scientific databases, data are col-
lected day by day and appended to the existing data sequences in the databases. 
As the number of data increases, the number of indices for each bucket increases. 
Consequently, the number of false alarms increases and the performance is de-
graded. That is the reason why we extend the static hashing algorithm to an 
extendable hashing algorithm[33, 25 . 
For extendable hashing, buckets are created on demand. As in the static 
hashing algorithm, a subsequence of length w + 1 is mapped to a feature vector 
of w bits. However, instead of using all w bits initially, we use k bits, where 
0 < k < tf, to represent the offset in the bucket address table. Although we are 
using extendable hashing, it is necessary to choose a maximum value for w. In 
our implementation, we choose w to be 32. Indeed, 2^ ^ buckets means there are 
over 4 billion buckets, which is already a large number for any database. Using 
the Hong Kong Hang Seng Index as an example, assume each bucket contains 
one data only and the Index collects one data daily, we need 11 million years to 
fill up all the buckets. A typical extendable hash structure is shown in Figure 
4.5. 
For insertion, the first k bits of the 32 bits feature vector is used to locate a 
bucket. The index is inserted if the bucket is not full. Otherwise, we must split 
the bucket and redistribute the indices. When the insertion procedure stops, 
each entry of the bucket address table is using k bits as an offset pointing to a 
bucket. For searching, the k bits determining vector with minimum unknown 
state bits is used to locate bucket entries in the bucket address table. Then the 
bucket(s) can be identified by following the pointers in the bucket entries. Data 
subsequences represented by the indices in the bucket(s) searched are compared 
with the query sequence. An example of building an extendable hash structure 
is shown in the following example. 
Example 2 The process of constructing a hash table using data shown in Table 
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Index Feature Vector 
~ ^ 0 bit 32 
1 T0Q001Q1 00001101 11010010 10101110 
2 lOOQlQlO 00011011 10100101 01011101 
3 "QQQlQlQO 00110111 OlQQlQlQ 10111011" 
4 "OOlOlOOQ 01101110 10010101 01110110 
5 "OTOIOOOO 11011101 00101010 11101100 
6 Toiooooi 10111010 01010101 11011001" 
7 nplOOOQll 01110100 10101011 10110011" 
8 Toooo i i o 11101001 01010111 Q11QQ110" 
9 l0001101 11010010 10101110 11001101 " 
1 0 II 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 " 
Table 4.1: Indices and feature vectors used in building extendable hash structure 
4.1 is demonstrated in Figure 4.5. We assume that initially the hash table is 
empty and each bucket can hold only four indices. Figure 4.5(a) shows the result 
after inserting the first four indices. Next, we insert index 5. Since the bucket is 
full, the number ofbits used is increased to 1 and one more bucket is created. This 
requires doubling the size of the bucket address table to two entries. Therefore, 
the bucket is split, those indices whose feature vector beginning with 1 are placed 
in a new bucket whereas the other indices remain in the original bucket. The 
result after inserting the first six indices is shown in Figure 4.5(b). Then, we 
insert index 7. Since its bit stream starts with 0, we must insert this index into 
the bucket pointed by the entry 0 in the bucket address table. However, the 
bucket is full and we need to increase the number of bits used to 2. This requires 
doubling the size of the bucket address table to four entries. Since the bucket of 
Figure 4.5(b) pointed by entry 1 is not split, the two entries of the bucket address 
table 10 and 11 in Figure 4.5(c) both point to this bucket. For each index in 
the bucket of Figure 4.5(b) pointed by entry 0, we examine the first 2 bits of 
the feature vector to determine to which bucket, the newly added or the original 
bucket, the index should be put. The process continues until all the indices have 
been inserted. The resulting hash table is shown in Figure 4.5(d). Despite the 
hashing algorithm, the searching process using dynamic hashing algorithm is the 
same as that in static hashing algorithm. • 
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Figure 4.5: An example of building extendable hash structure 
Dynamic hashing is a much better indexing structure than static hashing 
because it makes better use of buckets. Suppose each bucket can be hold by one 
memory page, then the number of memory pages required in dynamic hashing is 
far less than that in the static case if both hash address tables are constructed 
using the same number of bits. Assume each memory page can hold no more 
than 30 indices. Therefore, a bucket which holds more than 30 indices needs more 
than 1 memory page to hold the indices. As exemplified in the static hashing 
structure shown in Figure 4.6(a), the bucket pointed by the hash address table 
entry 10 holds 44 indices and needs two memory pages. In the dynamic hashing 
case, we can restrict the maximum number of indices in a bucket be 30 so as to 
guarantee a bucket can fit into one memory page. The dynamic hashing version 
of the static hashing structure is shown in Figure 4.6(b). In this example, static 
hashing needs 5 memory pages to hold all the buckets' indices while dynamic 
hashing needs only 4 memory pages. Another example is shown in Figure 4.7 
where both the hashing address tables are constructed by 3 bits. In the static 
hashing structure, we need 8 memory pages to hold all the buckets' indices 
whereas dynamic hashing needs only 4 memory pages. This situation is even 
worse if the system administrator falsely chooses the total number of buckets in 
the static hashing case. We will show in the chapter 6 that dynamic hashing can 
have better use of buckets. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between static hashing and dynamic hashing 
4.2.3 Handling Scaling Problem by the Hashing Algo-
rithm 
In this section, we show how the proposed algorithm searches data subsequences 
similar to the query sequence with different scaling factors. We require the user 
to specify a range of scaling factors. Then we can find out a set of scaling factors 
from the query sequence. 
We first consider the bit stream of the query sequence without unknown state 
bit. We can construct an array containing the number of consecutive 0，s and l,s. 
This array is exemplified as follows. A query sequence bit stream 00110011 
contains two consecutive 0's, two consecutive l's, two consecutive 0，s and two 
consecutive l's. Then the bit stream is represented by an array {2,2,2,2} while a 
bit stream 000100100 is represented by {3,l,2,l ,2}. Then the Greatest Common 
Divisor(GCD) is calculated from the array. For example, the GCD of {2,2,2,2} 
is 2 while the GCD of {3,1,2,1,2} is 1. Assume si and Su are the lower and upper 
bound of the scaling factors respectively and c be the GCD. The set of scaling 
factors are: 
si < ^ < 5^ Vz, 1 > 1 (4.11) 
Making use of the previous two examples, the GCD of the first example equals 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between static hashing and dynamic hashing 
to 2 and the set of scaling factors from Equation 4.11 is {0.5, 1.0, 1.5，2} with 
si > 0 and Su = 2. The GCD of the second example equals to 1 and the set of 
scaling factors are {1, 2, 3} with s/ > 0 and Su — 3. 
For those bit streams with some bits in unknown states, we need to expand 
the bit stream into a series of bit streams without any bit in unknown state. 
The GCD of each bit stream is calculated and then is the set of scaling factors. 
Consequently, a bit stream 110*110* is expanded to four bit streams, 11001100, 
11001101, 11011100 and 11011101. The GCD of these four bit streams are 2，1， 
1, 1 respectively. Since there are some duplications on searching buckets if the 
four bit streams are used separately, some simplification has been made. These 
four bit streams are grouped together to form 110*110* for the set of scaling 
factor {1, 2, 3, ... } and 11001100 for the set of scaling factor {0.5, 1.5，2.5, ... } . 
For each scaling factor s within the range, we scale up or down the feature 
vector of the query sequence by s and then the k bits determining vector is 
extracted from the resulting feature vector with minimum number of bits in 
unknown state. The determining vector is used as an offset to the bucket address 
table. All indices in the buckets pointed at by the bucket address table entries are 
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collected but only those data subsequences satisfying Definition 4 are classified 
as similar to the query sequence. 
Consider the example query sequence shown in Figure 4.4 again, the bit 
stream is 1*101*1101. We construct a set of scaling factors in the range speci-
fied by a user as follows. The bit stream is expanded to four bit streams with 
no bit in unknown state. These four bit streams are 1010101101, 1010111101, 
1110101101 and 1110111101. The arrays of consecutive bits of 0's and l 's is 
{1,1,1，1,1，1,2,1，1}, { l , l , l , l , 4 , l , l } , {3,1,1,1,2,1,1} and {3,1,4,1,1} respectively. 
All the GCDs are one. If a user wants to find out all data subsequences similar to 
the query sequence with a scaling factor between 1 and 3, then the set of scaling 
factor is {1, 2, 3}. For a scaling factor of 1, we select 101*11 from the feature 
vector and search the buckets pointed by the entries 101111(47) and 101011(43) 
in the bucket address table. For a scaling factor of 2, we select the determining 
vector 110011 from 11**110011**11110011. Then, we search the bucket pointed 
by the entry 110011(51) in the bucket address table. For a scaling factor of 3, 
we select the determining vector 111000 from 111***111000111***111111000111. 
So we need to search the bucket pointed by the entry lll000(56) in the bucket 
address table. In this example, to search for all the data subsequences similar 
to the query sequence with a scaling factor in the range from 1 to 3, we need 
only to search 4 buckets out of 64 buckets and it is approximately 16 times faster 
than the sequential searching algorithm. 
Chapter 5 
Comparisons between algorithms 
In this chapter, we will try to compare between the two methods proposed and 
some well-known methods proposed in previous research work. In particular, 
we will compare the proposed projection algorithm and hashing algorithm with 
the ST-index proposed in [18], method proposed by Goldin et al. (GK method) 
in [19] and method proposed by Rafiei et al. (RM method) in [34]. We will try 
to compare these methods in six aspects: 
• Feature extraction method 
• Indexing method 
• Similarity Criteria 
參 Query types supported 
• Query processing method 
參 Correctness 
ST-index is proposed in [18] to handle subsequence matching. By using this 
method, a sliding window with length w is placed on the data sequence and data 
subsequences with length w is extracted when the window slide along the data 
sequence. Data subsequences are then transformed by a to-point Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) and the first two frequencies are kept. Each pair of coefficients 
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is representing a 2-dimensional point and these 2-dimensional points form a trail. 
The trail is divided into sub-trails which are represented by minimum bounding 
_ rectangles (MBRs) and the MBRs are stored in a R*-tree. The similarity of two 
sequences are determined by their Euclidean distance. The ST-index guarantees 
no false reject but may have false alarms and requires post-processing to eliminate 
those false alarms. 
GK method [19] is proposed to handle subsequence matching with vertical 
shift and amplitude scaling. As the same as ST-index, data subsequences with 
length w are extracted from the data sequence when the window slide along 
the data sequence. Before applying DFT on the data subsequences, a similarity 
transform is used to map each element Xi to a * Xi + b where a is the amplitude 
scale factor and b is the vertical shift. Thus the data sequence is transformed to 
the normal form. Next, the w;-point DFT is applied on the subsequences in the 
normal form and the indexing method is the same as ST-index. In this method, 
the similarity criteria is also Euclidean distance. The GK method guarantees no 
false reject but has false alarms and requires post-processing to eliminate those 
false alarms. 
RM method [34] is proposed to handle subsequence matching with time warp-
ing and moving average. The indices construction is the same as that of the GK 
method. Therefore, RM method can also handle the problem of vertical shift and 
amplitude scaling. However, this method in finding time warping and moving 
average needs to re-compute some indices in real-time. The similarity criteria 
used is also Euclidean distance. The RM method guarantees no false reject but 
has false alarms and requires post-processing to eliminate those false alarms. 
Projection algorithm proposed in this thesis is used to handle subsequence 
matching also. Data subsequences are extracted from the data sequence by slid-
ing the window over the data sequence. The feature vector is constructed by 
projecting a data subsequence of length w to the (t(;-l)-dimensional space and 
left an index on the (w;-l)-dimensional space. Then these feature vectors are in-
dexed by a multi-dimensional indexing structure. Projection algorithm uses the 
individual distance and overall distance (Euclidean distance) as similarity crite-
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Summary of sequence data search algorithms feature extraction 
Hash. Algo. Proj. Algo. ST-index GK method R M method 
Slope Projection DFT DFT DFT 
Table 5.1: Feature extraction of sequence data searching algorithms 
Summary of sequence data search algorithms indexing methods 
Hash. Algo. Proj. Algo. ST-index | GK method | R M method 
Hashing Multi-dimensional indexing structure 
Table 5.2: Feature indexing of sequence data searching algorithms 
ria. The individual distance are used to solve the problem of vertical shift. Also, 
the projection algorithm can solve the linear scale problem. The projection algo-
rithm guarantees no false reject but has false alarms and requires post-processing 
to eliminate those false alarms. 
The hashing algorithm is proposed in this thesis to handle subsequence match-
ing with vertical shift and linear scaling. Data subsequences are extracted from 
the data sequence by sliding the window over the data sequence. Then w data 
subsequence is represented by a feature vector of w-l bits. Each bit of a feature 
vector is representing the slope of two consecutive data of the data subsequence. 
Using its feature vector as an offset to the hash address table, the index of the 
data subsequence is inserted into the bucket pointed by the hash address table 
entry. The similarity criterion of the hashing algorithm is determined by compar-
ing the corresponding slopes of the data subsequence and query sequence. The 
hashing algorithm guarantees no false reject but has false alarms and requires 
post-processing to eliminate those false alarms. 
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Summary of query types supported by sequence data search algorithms 
Hash. Algo. Proj. Algo. ST-index GK method R M method 
Vertical Shift J ^ x ~^  ~^  
Time Warping x x x x Xj 
Moving Average x x x x ^ 
Linear Scaling ^j 7^ x x x 
Table 5.3: Query types supported by the sequence data searching algorithms 
Summary of sequence data search algorithms indexing re-calculation on query 
Hash. Algo. Proj. Algo. ST-index GK method R M method 
X X “ X X ^7 
Table 5.4: Indexing re-calculation of sequence data searching algorithms on 
query 
Summary of sequence data search algorithms correctness 
II Hash. Algo. Proj. Algo. ST-index GK method RM method 
False Alarm ^ yJ ^ ~Q ~^  
False Reject x x x x x 
Table 5.5: Correctness of sequence data searching algorithms 
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5.1 Performance comparison with the sequence 
searching algorithms 
In ST-index and RM methods, the proposed algorithms are compared with the 
sequential searching algorithms. There is no experimental results presented in 
GK method. These methods and projection algorithm all use Euclidean dis-
tance as similarity criteria, which is not a good similarity criteria as discussed 
in Chapter 2, while the hashing algorithm uses the slopes of segments. The new 
similarity criterion makes it difficult to have a fair comparison between hashing 
algorithm to other algorithms in terms of performance. Therefore, we do not 
directly compare with these methods, instead, we compare with the sequential 
searching algorithm and the result can be induced. The details of the experi-
mental results on projection algorithm and hashing algorithm will be shown in 
the next chapter. 
5.2 Comparison between indexing structures 
Hashing has two basic structures, hash address table and buckets. This structure 
is far less memory consuming comparing to some multi-dimensional indexing 
methods such as R-tree. Taking the example of indexing the 4939 Hang Seng 
Index used in this thesis, hashing algorithm requires 245 buckets and 9-bit for 
the hash address table. Since each pointer in a hash address table is 4 bytes, the 
size of the hash address table = 2^  * 4 = 2048 bytes. Each bucket can store a 
maximum of 30 indices in integer type, thus the upper bound of 245 buckets = 
245 * 30 * 4 = 29400 bytes. Therefore, the upper bound of the total size of the 
dynamic hash structure is 29400 + 2048 = 31448 bytes. 
However, using i^-tree to index this set of data, each node requires 640 bytes 
and there are totally 6165 nodes, so the total size of this indexing structure is 
3945600 bytes. 
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5.3 Comparison between sequence searching al-
gorithms in coping some deficits 
In previous chapters, we have pointed out that there are some insufficiency in 
the previous work. These deficiencies include: 
1. Insufficiency of Euclidean distance. 
Euclidean distance is sensitive to the absolute position of the two sequences. 
Therefore, some data subsequences that are similar to the query sequence 
in shape but far from the query sequence may be rejected while some data 
subsequences near to the query sequence is classified as similar. 
2. Insufficiency of orthonormal transforms. 
Orthonormal transformations such as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 
are data-independent transforms that preserve distance. After applying or-
thonormal transformation to the data subsequence or query sequence, the 
energy of the sequences are concentrated on the first few coefficients. Then, 
these few coefficients are indexed by multi-dimensional indexing structures. 
However, those coefficients dropped out means some information has been 
lost. There should have a trade off between the number of coefficients used 
for indexing and the length of the sequences. If fewer coefficients we want 
to use, we should have longer sequences. For instance, in [18], the length of 
data subsequences are 512 and the first two coefficients are used for index-
ing. If we want the query sequence length to be more flexible, we should 
use more coefficient pairs. 
3. Insufficiency of multi-dimensional indexing scheme. 
Some commonly used multi-dimensional indexing structures are i^-tree, 
R^-tvee and i?*-tree. These knowledgeable methods are used to index 
multi-dimensional points and regions. However, research work [7] has 
shown that the overlap of R*-tvee approaches 100% for dimensionality 
larger than ten using uniformly distributed data. While the situation is 
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even worse if real (non-uniform) data is used. The overlap approaches 
100% for dimensionality larger than six. 
ST-index does not take offsets of sequences into consideration. It uses DFT 
for feature extraction and those feature vectors are grouped to form MBRs which 
are indexed with a multi-dimensional indexing scheme. Thus ST-index suffers 
from all the three deficits. 
GK and RM methods propose normalization method to tackle the problem of 
different offsets of sequences. However, they still use DFT for feature extraction 
and multi-dimensional indexing scheme. Therefore, they suffer from the second 
and third deficits. 
The projection algorithm proposes two similarity criteria to solve the deficit 
of Euclidean distance. Moreover, the feature extraction method of the projection 
algorithm does not need orthonormal transformation and does not suffer from 
the orthonormal transformation deficit also. However, the indexing method is 
still multi-dimensional indexing scheme and suffers from the third deficit. 
Only the hashing algorithm can overcome the above three deficits. In this 
algorithm, slope between two consecutive data is used as the only similarity cri-
terion. This is a much better similarity criterion since it need not to consider 
the absolute positions of the sequences while the data subsequences filter out 
as similar to the query sequence are similar in shape. Also, the feature extrac-
tion method does not involve orthonormal transform and the indexing scheme is 
dynamic hashing. Therefore, it can overcome all the three deficits discussed. 
A summary about the capability of these five sequence data searching meth-
ods in handling the deficits is shown in Table 5.6. 
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Capability summary of sequence data search algorithms in tackling deficits 
— II Hash. A l g o . Proj . AIgo . S T - i n d e x G K m e t h o d R M m e t h o d 
Euclidean Distance T] ~Q X ~^ ~^ 
Orthonormal Transform ~^ ^ X x x 
Multi-dimensional indexing ~^ X X x x 
Table 5.6: Capability of sequence data searching algorithms in tackling deficits 
Chapter 6 
Performance Evaluation 
In this chapter, experiments are carried out using sequential, projection and 
hashing algorithms. Experiments are performed on both synthetic data and real 
data. Synthetic data are generated by a random walk. The first datum, ^o, 
of the random walk is chosen randomly. Then, each subsequent datum, Xi^i is 
generated by adding Ax to the previous datum, Xi^  where Aa: is a random variable 
distributed uniformly in the range between -500 and +500, i.e. Xi^i = Xi + Aa^ 
For the experiment on real data, the Hong Kong Hang Seng Index from 2/1/1975 
to 30/12/1994, a total of 4939 data are used. The result of sequential searching 
algorithm is used to compare with the proposed algorithms in term of speed up. 
The speed up is calculated by the following equation: 
1 average time used by the sequential searchinff algorithm , � 
speed up = — — ^ . . 丄 . , V 6.1 
average time used by the proposed algorithm 
The average time is calculated using 100 query sequences and these query 
sequences are the last 100 sequences with length m of the data sequence. 
6.1 Performance Evaluation using Projection Al-
gorithm 
The experiments on the projection algorithm are carried out on synthetic data 
and real data to find the relationship between speed up and the individual dis-
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Relationship between speed up and individual distance for synthetic data Relationship between speed up and individual distance for real data 
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Figure 6.1: Experimental results of projection algorithm on synthetic and real 
data 
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Figure 6.2: Experimental result between time usage and data used 
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tance. The experimental results are compared with the results of the sequential 
searching algorithm and the speed up is plotted in Figure 6.1. The length of the 
query sequence used is 15. 
In Figure 6.1(a), the relationship between individual distance and the speed 
up is plotted for different dimensions. The individual distance covers the range 
from 5 to 125 which is 25 percentage of the step size range. In different di-
mensional space, the speed up increases exponentially as the individual distance 
decreases. The projection algorithm performs the best in the 4-dimensional and 
the 5-dimensional space. As the individual distance decreases, the number of 
data to be searched decreases. Although both sequential and projection algo-
rithm show decrement in the time usage, the rate of decrement is different. So 
the speed up increases exponentially. In the case where the individual distance 
is set to 5，the time usage in projection algorithm is insignificant comparing to 
the time usage in the sequential searching algorithm and the speed up boosted 
up a lot. 
In Figure 6.1(b), the relationship between individual distance and the speed 
up is plotted for real data. Since the step size range for the real data is between 
-200 and +200, we plot the individual distance from 3 to 30. In different di-
mensional space, the speed up increases exponentially as the individual distance 
decreases and the reasons are explained as above. However, the performance of 
the projection algorithm on real data is not as desirable as that on synthetic 
data. This is because the number of real data used is only 4939 which is small in 
comparing to the number of synthetic data used. We will show in the next exper-
iment that the more the data used, the better is the performance of projection 
algorithm. 
In Figure 6.2, the time usage per 100 queries are plotted against the amount 
of data used. As the amount of data increases, the time usage of both algo-
rithms also increases. However, we can see from the figure that our proposed 
projection algorithm outperforms the traditional sequential searching algorithm, 
as the slope of the sequential searching algorithm is much steeper than that of 
the projection algorithm. So when the amount of data keeps increasing, the 
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performance of the projection algorithm comparing to the sequential searching 
algorithm will be more significant. 
6.2 Performance Evaluation using Hashing Al-
gorithm 
Relationship between time usage and epsilon using synthetic data Relationship between Speed Up and Epsilon using 600,000 Synthetic Data 
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Figure 6.3: Experimental results on synthetic data 
In this section, experiments are carried out to find the relationship between 
speed up and e. The length of query sequences for the experiments of synthetic 
data and real data are both 15. The average time to process 100 queries is used 
for comparison. 
In the first set of experiments, the relationship between speed up and e is 
investigated by applying the proposed algorithm and the sequential searching 
algorithm on synthetic data. The average time used for the two algorithms are 
plotted in Figure 6.3(a) while the speed up is plotted against e and is shown in 
Figure 6.3(b). The figures show that when e decreases, the speed up increases. 
When e is 250, it covers half of the step size range. However, the speed up is 
still high, it is about 45 times faster than the sequential searching algorithm. 
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Figure 6.4: Relationship between length of data sequence and searching time 
As e decreases, the speed up reaches 2155 when e is 100, and it can even reach 
13702 when e 二 0. This phenomenon is due to the fact that when e is small, the 
probability of having an unknown bit in a determining vector is small. Hence, 
the number of buckets we need to search decreases. When e is 0, we are finding 
database subsequences that exactly match with query sequence. It is impossible 
to find a bit in the unknown state and we need only to search for 1 bucket. 
Therefore the performance is boosted up. 
In Figure 6.4, the time usage is plotted against the length of the data se-
quence. We can see that the slope of the curve of our proposed algorithm is 
much much smaller than that of the sequential searching algorithm. Therefore, 
when the number of data increases, the performance discrepancy between the 
two algorithms increases and thus the speed up also increases. 
In the second set of experiments, the two algorithms are applied on real 
data. The speed up against e is plotted in Figure 6.5. The shape of the curve 
is approximately the same as that using synthetic data. When e decreases, the 
speed up increases. When e is 70, the speed up is still high, which is about 11 
times faster than the sequential searching algorithm. As e decreases to 0, the 
speed up reaches a maximum of 210. The speed up is incomparable to the speed 
up in the first set of experiments, where 600,000 synthetic data are used. This 
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Figure 6.5: Experimental results on stock prices 
is because the determining vector in this experiment is shorter and the number 
of buckets used is smaller when the length of the data sequence is shorter. Also, 
the maximum speed up is directly proportional to the number of entries in the 
bucket address table. Therefore, the smaller the number of data hashed, the 
smaller the number of bit used for the bucket address table. Thus, the speed up 
decreases. In short, the speed up increases as the length of determining vector 
increases. 
In the last set of experiments, we show that dynamic hashing is a much 
better indexing structure than static hashing in indexing highly skewed data as 
we have discussed in chapter 4. The advantage of dynamic hashing over static 
hashing is not significant if the data used are uniformly distributed. However, 
real data are highly clustered and dynamic hashing is a good solution for this 
kind of data distribution. We show in Figure 6.6 how the highly clustered real 
data are hashed into buckets and we assume that a bucket can be loaded into a 
memory page if it contains 30 or less indices. In Figure 6.6(a), a total of 4939 
Hong Kong Hang Seng Index are hashed to a dynamic hashing structure. The 
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total number of buckets used is 245. In Figure 6.6(b), the real data are hashed 
to 9-bit static hashing structure using 512 buckets which is doubled the number 
of buckets used in dynamic hashing structure. We observe that some buckets in 
the 9-bits static hashing structure with low utilization are grouped into a single 
bucket in the dynamic hashing case. Thus, dynamic hashing can have higher 
bucket utilization. The number of buckets used in dynamic hashing is even less 
than the 8-bits static hashing structure which is shown in Figure 6.6(c). In 
Figure 6.6(c), there are about fifteen buckets contains indices more than 30 and 
thus need a total of 256 + 15 二 271 memory pages to load all the buckets. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
7.1 Motivation of the thesis 
The most common type of sequence data is called time-series data which is col-
lected periodically. There are various kinds of time-series such as stock prices 
and sales numbers collected in a financial market and pressure, temperature, and 
rainfall collected in a scientific database. It is extremely useful if we can have 
some predictions based on the previous data collected. For example, it is useful 
if we can predict the trajectory of a cyclone or a tornado so that the damage 
can be minimized. In order to have good predictions, we should firstly have 
well organized databases storing the previous cyclones and tornados informa-
tion. Secondly, we should have good similarity criteria so as to find out existing 
trajectories similar in shape to the trajectory of the current cyclone or tornado. 
Thirdly, we should have an efficient algorithm to do the similarity comparison. 
Finally, the algorithm should be flexible enough to find out similar trajectories 
in different scaling factors. These techniques can also be applied in predicting 
the trends in financial market. In technical analysis theory, the occurrence of 
a certain shape such as the head and shoulders or double tops and bottoms are 
signals of the reversal of a stock price. Thus, searching for such patterns can 
confirm on the above ideas and it is useful to predict future trend of the stock 
price. Moreover, time-series searching techniques can be used in data mining. 
Unfortunately, the most popular database system, Relational Database Man-
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agement System (RDBMS), which treats data as a collection of sets and relations, 
is insufficient for sequence data manipulation. Therefore, sequence data search-
ing algorithms are under demand. Some database systems have been extended 
to provide efficient support for new and interesting time-series [3, 39, 40, 41 
owing to this increasing focus on sequence data searching. Also, novel feature 
extraction [18, 2] and indexing methods [7, 28] have been proposed. These new 
methods in feature extraction are elegant and brilliant, but there are some major 
deficits. 
7.1.1 Insufficiency of Euclidean distance 
Most previous work on sequence data searching use Euclidean distance as the 
only similarity criteria. However, Euclidean distance is sensitive to the absolute 
positions of the two sequences. Therefore, some data subsequences that are 
similar to the query sequence in shape but far from the query sequence may be 
rejected while some data subsequences near to the query sequence is classified as 
similar. This is obviously not desired. 
7.1.2 Insufficiency of orthonormal transforms 
Orthonormal transformations are data-independent transforms that preserve dis-
tance such as the Karhunen Lowe (KL) transform, the Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT), the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), the Hadamard Transform, and 
the Wavelet Transform. After transformations, the energy of objects are concen-
trated on the first few coefficients. Thus, these few coefficients are indexed by 
multi-dimensional indexing structures. 
However, by using the above methods, some coefficients are dropped out 
means that some information will be lost. There should be a trade off between 
coefficient used for indexing and the length of the query sequence. If fewer 
coefficients we want to use, we should have longer query sequence. For instance, 
in [18], the length of query sequences are 512 and the first two coefficients are 
used for indexing. If we want the query sequence length to be more flexible, we 
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should use more coefficient pairs. 
7.1.3 Insufficiency of multi-dimensional indexing struc-
ture 
R-tiee^ R^-tree and i^*-tree are all well-known multi-dimensional indexing struc-
tures. These knowledgeable methods are used to index multi-dimensional points 
and regions. However, research work [7] has shown that the overlap of R*-tiee 
approaches 100% for dimensionality larger than ten using uniformly distributed 
data. While the situation is even worser if real (non-uniform) data is used. The 
overlap approaches 100% for dimensionality larger than six. 
Thus a better idea for sequence data searching is highly in need. In order to 
cope with these insufficiencies, we should have better similarity criteria, better 
feature extraction methods and better indexing methods. The major objective 
of this thesis is to propose algorithms to find data subsequences similar in shape 
to the query sequence. 
7.2 Major contribution 
We have proposed two algorithms in this thesis. The first method proposed is 
the projection algorithm. The second one is the hashing algorithm. 
7.2.1 Projection algorithm 
In this algorithm, two similarity criteria have been proposed to solve the deficits 
of Euclidean distance. A sliding window with size w is used to extract data 
subsequences with length w from the data sequence. These data subsequences are 
treated as points in a w;-dimensional space. The feature vectors are constructed 
by projecting the points to a (tt>-l)-dimensional space and left indices on the 
(w-1 )-dimensional space. Then these feature vectors are indexed by a multi-
dimensional indexing structure. The projection algorithm can also find out data 
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subsequence linear scale similar to the query sequence. The projection algorithm 
guarantees no false reject but has false alarms and requires post-processing to 
eliminate those false alarms. 
This algorithm can only solve the problems of Euclidean distance and or-
thonormal transformations but not the problem of multi-dimensional structures. 
However, this algorithm can find out data subsequences similar in shape to the 
query sequence and data subsequences in different scale to the query sequence. 
7.2.2 Hashing algorithm 
In this algorithm, the similarity criteria used is slopes of segments. The similar-
ity between a data subsequence and a query sequence is determined by compar-
ing their corresponding slopes. Data subsequences are extracted from the data 
sequence by sliding the window over the data sequence. Then each w data sub-
sequence is represented by a feature vector of w-l bits while each bit represents 
the positive or negative slope between two consecutive data. The feature vectors 
are used as an offset to the hash address table, the indices of the data subse-
quences are inserted into the bucket pointed by the hash address table entry. 
The query sequence is also represented by a vector of bits but each bit has three 
states, 1, 0, or unknown(*). Then the determining vector is extracted from the 
bit vector which is also used as offsets to the hash address table and those indices 
stored in buckets pointed by such hash address table entries are collected. The 
hashing algorithm guarantees no false reject but has false alarms and requires 
post-processing to eliminate those false alarms. 
The hashing algorithm is proposed because the in-capability of the projection 
algorithm in solving the problems of multi-dimensional structures. Since slope 
of a segment is independent to the absolute location of the data, the hashing 
algorithm need not to consider vertical shift of sequences. It can also find out 
data subsequence linear scale similar to the query sequence, that is, it can find 
out similar sequences with different lengths. Also, the algorithm can cut down 
the searching space by half if any bit of the determining vector is in state 0 or 
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1. Therefore, t l's and 0's of the determing vector implies that the hashing algo-
rithm is approximately 2^  faster than the sequential searching algorithm. Since 
there is no Euclidean distance and orthonormal transformation involved, the 
hashing algorithm is not suffered from the insufficiency of orthonormal trans-
formation. Furthermore, the hashing algorithm uses dynamic hashing as the 
indexing structure rather than traditional multi-dimensional structure, the in-
sufficiency of multi-dimensional indexing structure does not exist. 
The hashing algorithm is a very simple algorithm, yet it is elegant to find 
out similar data subsequences efficiently. We have also shown by experiments 
in Chapter 6 that the proposed algorithm outperforms the sequential searching 
algorithm in both cases of using synthetic and real data. 
7.3 Future work 
Some extensions can be done on the hashing algorithm: 
• The hashing algorithm can be plotted to the World Wide Web to make 
queries on some financial real data. Therefore, people around the world 
can use the algorithm. 
• We hope that the existing data representation method in the hashing al-
gorithm can be extended for moving average, time warping and amplitude 
scaling. 
• The hashing algorithm should provide more functionality to the user. Users 
can flexibly choose their own similarity criteria besides the threshold. 
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